
 

 

◆ Donazione effect must always be executed 

whenever a plain tower is built. Even if you make 

a loss by 9[Trade] or 10[Conspiracy], you must 

play that effect. For a card of 5, you can choose 

not to play. 

 

◆ You can play a card of 5 when your tower of 10 

[Conspiracy] takes effect on one of your towers. 

You cannot cancel the effect of 9[Trade] you 

have triggered; only your opponent can do this. 

 

◆ When you have built a tower of 10, that tower 

does not undergo its own effect. 

◆ When the highest towers are only of card 6 

[Contract] or completed towers, the effect of 

[Conspiracy] goes onto the next highest 

towers, not cancelled. 

 

◆ Not only by the actions of Purchase/Exchange, 

you can also draw Noble Cards by the action 

of Extension or Donazione: 8[Income]. 

Likewise, you can draw/pass Noble Cards by 

9[Trade]. 

 

◆ A tower can contain at most the half number 

of its height of Buona Pietra (rounded down). 

For example, if a tower is of 3 stories, you can 

use at most 1 card of Buona Pietra. 

◆  If a tower containing one or more of Buona 

Pietra is destroyed, all cards including Buona 

Pietra are placed on the Tower Card deck, not 

on the Noble Card deck. When a plain tower is 

destroyed, its cards must be placed with its order 

unchanged, as you grab all the cards of the tower 

and put them directly on the deck. 

 

◆ "Opponents cannot build" means that the 

opponents cannot build/extend a higher tower. 

◆  When its effect is cancelled by Giostra, you 

must retrieve 2 cards you have placed at the 

bottom of the deck into your hand. 

◆ When you have played Palazzo Comunale and 

your opponent builds a tower of 

10[Conspiracy] that destroys your highest 

tower, the height your opponent can build 

becomes lower. If you lose all the towers by 

[Conspiracy], your opponent cannot also build 

a new tower. (The card text literally takes 

effect.) 
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